‘Phoenix szaferi’ (palm fruitbodies) reinterpreted as traces of wood-boring teredinid bivalves from the Lower Oligocene (Rupelian) of the Tatra Mountains, Poland
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ABSTRACT. The variably sized, peculiarly shaped, bulbous sandy bodies contained in coalified driftwood from the Lower Oligocene (Rupelian) of the Tatra Mountains in Poland, and originally described as fruitbodies of a new palm species, then established as Phoenix szaferi by Bąkowski in 1967 are reinterpreted as a maze of internal moulds of siphonal tubes of the wood-boring bivalve mollusks of the family Teredinidae Rafinesque. The original interpretation is objected both from the structural as well as the anatomical point of view, while the compatibility of the structures with the present-day and fossil products of the life activity of teredinid bivalves is challenged. Consequently, the taxon Phoenix szaferi is rejected from the Kingdom of Plants, having been transferred to that of Animals, where it falls into the category of ichnotaxa of no taxonomical priority.
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INTRODUCTION

This report had long been intended to represent a sequel to an outstanding account, by Głazek and Zastawniak (1999), of the terrestrial plant remains from the Palaeogene of the Tatra Mountains in Poland. Precisely, to supplement the critical information then supplied by the present author, and acknowledged in that account (Głazek & Zastawniak op. cit.). Generally, the matter concerns a reinterpretation of some peculiar structures described by Bąkowski (1967) as fruitbodies of a palm, Phoenix szaferi. The whereabouts of their finding are given by Głazek and Zastawniak (1999), who located it in the upper part within the shaly sequence of the Zakopane Formation (Huty Formation in Slovakia).

For the clarity of the subject, it is to remind that since the discovery by Kuźniar (1910) of Nipadites burtini Brongniart, the fruits (nuts) of the tropical palm Nipa in the ‘Nummulitic Eocene’, a fame has rapidly spread of palms growing along the shores of the Tatra Mountains being then the ‘Tatra Island’ surrounded by a Palaeogene sea. This has repeatedly been reported/referenced in many publications, both of academic, and of popular standard, as a spectacular case of tropical elements in the Eocene flora of Poland (e.g. Szafer 1949, Szafer & Kostyniuk 1952). Under such circumstances, it is not strange that the report by Bąkowski (1967) has commonly been credited (e.g. MAI 1995), and even once accepted as a PhD. Thesis in the Faculty of Biology, University of Warsaw.

The serious doubts about the nature of that finding have appeared when Głazek and Zastawniak (1999) critically analysed the data they concisely summarized in their report. Firstly, it was Dr. Volker Wilde (Forschungsinstitut Senckenberg in Frankfurt a.M.) who had
objected the palm nature of the finding, and claimed its bivalve woodboring nature, having been fully accepted by the present author who indicated its teredinid provenience (see Głazek & Zastawniak op. cit.).

As concerns the age of the discussed finding, having been long regarded as Eocene, it must also be objected. The newer records from the Zakopane Formation, both of the absolute age of $30.7\pm1.5$ my dated by a fission-track method in tuffite-borne zircons, as well as the biostratigraphic dating by dinoflagellate cysts, clearly indicate a Lower Oligocene age (Głazek & Zastawniak 1999), that is the Rupelian Stage according to the International Standard Geochronologic Scale (Gradstein et al. 2004).

Finally, it is to indicate that the two other findings in the Zakopane Formation, briefly reported by Frankiewicz (1975) as large accumulations of *Phoenix* remains, have also been studied by the present author. These are apparently the driftwoods, some having been densely bored by non-teredinid bivalves, and all prepared for a separate publication (Radwański & Frankiewicz 2009). Escaping from precise identification is a similar driftwood bored by bivalves, from the Oligocene of the Outer Carpathians, deliberated by Lipiarski (1985) as a *Phoenix* fruitbody, more or less identical with that one described by Bąkowski (1967). Unfortunately, all these findings have nothing in common with any palms!

**THE DISCUSSED SPECIMEN**

The original specimen, upon which Bąkowski (1967) established a separate species *Phoenix szaferi*” is contained in a small, almost quadrangular (21 cm at margin) slab of slaty sandstone replete with pieces of driftwood making up a ‘log jam’, and all having been coalified and tightly compressed. The two wood pieces in that maze are adorned with bulbous sand bodies, variable in size, and interpreted by Bąkowski (op.cit.) as one fruitbody of the new palm species.

The personally analysed slab, property of the Museum of the Earth, Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw, is kept there under the Catalogue Number MZ VII/24/1. Its present-day state does not differ significantly from that as reported by Bąkowski (1967, pls 1–3 and pl. 4, figs 1, 2), except of some fragile chips of vitreous coal being peeled-off. It is thus thought that satisfactory for its presentation would be the essential part of original illustrations (Fig. 1).

To elucidate a new interpretation of the bulbous structures in that sandstone slab, the two pathways of evidence are taken into account:

1. To demonstrate why the finding cannot be a fruitbody of the palm *Phoenix*,
2. To indicate with what the finding is compatible.

**PHOENIX SZAFERI: NOT A PALM**

The two features do involve a conviction that what has hitherto been regarded as *Phoenix szaferi* is neither a palm fruitbody nor other part of any plant at all.

Firstly, the analysed bulbous bodies are composed of fine-grained structureless sand, lacking any trace of the peel externally, and any seed internally. This suggests, at first insight, that bulbs can be neither fruits (‘wild dates’) nor their pits (stones). Secondly, the bulbs transect the pieces of coalified wood, and are not contained between them. This definitely indicates that the sandy bulbs have originated by filling the sand into the hollows in the wood pieces, and thus have nothing in common with any fruitbodies or other plant tissues. Nonetheless,
their attribution to the palm *Phoenix* was a very abortive attempt also from anatomical reasons.

To demonstrate this, it would be indicated that the fruitbodies of all present-day species of *Phoenix* are the immense clusters (up to 1m in diameter) kept on the main frond that tends to be wooded (Fig. 2.A).

This supports a dense bunch of sprays, everyone of which bears the equal-sized date-like fruits arranged more or less alternately lengthwise (Fig. 2.B). When ripe, they fall out from the sprays, leaving them naked at the cluster. Under such circumstances, there is no chance any cluster or its part, the fruit-bearing sprays including, could get out freely of the palm tree (unless, under present-day conditions, having been cut off by the gardener), to be transported to the sea basin, and finally deposited in the sedimentary sequence.

**‘PHOENIX SZAFERI’: REINTERPRETATION**

The structure of the discussed *Phoenix szaferi* specimens is fully compatible with what is commonly known in the literature (e.g., Röder 1977, pl. 5, fig. 21, Radwański 1977, pl. 6a) as fossilized infill of siphonal tubes of wood-boring bivalves of the family Teredinidae Rafinesque 1815 (see Cox et al. 1969, p. N725).

Among the present-day members of that family (see Roch 1940, Moll 1942), the most common are those of the genus *Teredo* Linnaeus 1758, particularly of the species *T. navalis* L. which are vernacularly named the shipworms, as having been responsible in former centuries for damages of sailing ships, harbour wood-constructions, wharf pilings, and waterdams. These bivalves are adopted to live exclusively in the wood, either at the shore, or freely floating over the sea (driftwood, floating nuts), in which they drill quite elongated borings, lined with a calcareous (calctic) tube (siphonoplax) to protect siphons extendible to the exterior of a wood (Fig. 3.B). The main part of the body is wrapped by a reduced, almost spherical aragonitic shell which is contained in a more or less bulbous chamber at the anterior end of the tube (see s in Figs 3.B and 3.F,H). In smaller, but elongated pieces of wood, the teredinids tend to bore parallelly one alongside the other, whereas in larger timber logs they bore at random, to riddle the log densely into a maze of borings. When the wood becomes coalified, both the aragonitic shell and the calcitic tube are leached out, and then the emptied borings are filled with the ambient sediment, and lithified. Consequently, preservable in the fossil state there usually remain lithified internal moulds (casts) of the tubes, which counterpart almost ideally the primary shape of each tube. Such very eco-taphonomic pathway is just exemplified by the discussed *Phoenix szaferi* specimens from the Oligocene of the Tatra Mountains, and by the comparative specimens from the Miocene of the Holy Cross Mountains, Central Poland (see Fig. 3.A).

For understanding the morphological diversity of fossil teredinid-infested driftwood, some ecologic features of the present-day forms would be indicated, also of those boring in floating nuts. The latter ones are spectacularly exemplified (see Fig. 3.C–F) by the species *Teredo (Uperotus) clava* Gmelin 1791 (see Cox et al. 1969, p. N730), which lives exclusively (see Moll 1942, Roch 1961) in floating nuts of a Moluccan palm, *Carapa moluccensis* Lamarck, and is stranded frequently upon Malayan and Indian shores. Firstly, ecologically controlled is the shape and length of the tubes, which both vary...
in a broad spectrum. The shape depends on the space available to be bored (see Fig. 3.C), on the presence of simultaneously growing specimens (see Fig. 3.D–F) and, partly at least, on the structure and hardness of the wood. When the spat is over-populated upon a piece of wood, or a floating nut, the teredinids create the dwarf-sized (stunted) stenomorphic individuals. In result, within a fossil maze, there occur both large- and dwarf-sized borings, all of which being left by the fully-grown (adult) specimens, as exemplified by the studied and comparative specimens (see Figs 1.A, and 3.A).

The stenomorphy of the tubes may easily be ascertained when the needed space is limited by the size of a floating nut, the teredinids are boring in (Fig. 3.C,H). When the palm nuts are over-populated by teredinids, the tubes become not only steno-, but also xenomorphic, having been located amongst the coevally, or almost coevally, growing neighbours (Fig. 3.F). In a floating walnut (Fig. 3.H), available was only the shell, along which one teredinid bored, and thereby the internal mould of its tube adheres tightly to the fossilized kernel.

In elongated timber logs, the total length of the teredinid boring and, thus, of the tube may attain half a meter, or even slightly more. Consequently, neither the shape nor the size of the tube are species distinctive (Radwański 1977), and taxonomically significant (Roch 1940, 1961, Moll 1942: and all subsequent authors) remain solely the paddle-shaped pallets (Fig. 3.G) which are plugging in pairs each boring’s aperture when the siphons withdraw (cf. a in Fig. 3.B).

The siphonal tubes become geotropically oriented, with their apertures upwards and bulbous chambers downwards, either in a piece of wood (see Roch 1940, pl. 1, figs 1a,b) or in a nut (Fig. 3.F), when these are stably settled (anchored) at time of boring. Such certainly was a case of the specimen discussed, in which the bulbous chambers dominate over the elongated parts of the tubes (see Fig. 1.A).

The over-population of a wood by the present-day teredinids results in its dense honeycombing, or in the complete filling of the limited space by tubes (Fig. 3.F) so that the wood tissue becomes scarcely preserved. Under harsh water conditions, such objects disintegrate easily, and isolated tubes may float freely, having been drifted a reasonable distance over the sea (Massari & Savazzi 1981).

To conclude, the two specimens classified by Bąkowski (1967) as one fruitbody of *Phoenix szaferi* are really the maze of internal moulds of siphonal tubes of bivalves of the family Teredinidae, preserved in two separate pieces of driftwood, these bivalves have bored into; the teredinid-infested wood pieces are settled amongst the other, non-infested ones to form a coalified ‘log jam’ altogether; the elongated ridges (Fig. 1.A), classified by Bąkowski (1967) as other parts of that palm (spatha, leaf fragments), are nothing else but the growth rings in wood pieces, exposed in their longitudinal sections.

**DRIFTWOOD IN THE CARPATHIAN FLYSCH**

The presence of coalified wood pieces, those with the discussed teredinid tubes including, appears to be quite common in several locations confined to one stratigraphic horizon within the Zakopane Formation (Głazek & Zastawniak 1999), a member of the Podhale Flysch in the Inner Carpathians.

In the Lower Oligocene coeval flysch sequence of the Outer Carpathians, the coalified...
driftwood was reported from the Krosno Beds by Dżułyński and Ślączka (1959) and Lipiarski (1985). On the other hand, the two specimens of silicified coniferous wood from the Menilite Beds (the "Kliwa Sandstones") were recognized by Rajchel and Uchman (1988) to bear numerous borings of terrestrial insects, precisely of the larvae of some beetles and wasp-like hymenopterans, and thus being an extreme rarity, both from entomologic and ichnologic point of view. Carbonized detritus of terrestrial plants is frequently met in many locations of the Menilite-Krosno Series (e.g. Bieńkowska-Wasiluk & Radwański 2009, fig. 1C).

The Lower Oligocene (Rupelian) age of all the terrestrial-plant-bearing flysch sequences both in the Inner as well as in the Outer Carpathians, may thus suggest a panregional dynamic noise on the adjacent land. The dynamic events upon the land or along its shores (?change of weather conditions, violent wind- or rainfalls, ?abrasive/transgressive pulse), are thus thought to have been responsible for an intense damage of floral communities and a supply of their material to the flysch basin. On the other way, the action of sea currents must also be taken into account, as already claimed long ago by Szafer (1949) for the fruits of Nipa, the palm of the Indo-Malayan provenience, supposedly drifted to the Tatra seashores.

CASUAL MISIDENTIFICATIONS

The case of 'Phoenix szaferi' is not very exceptional within a broad spectrum of misidentifications of the animal-borne fossils as plants. To exemplify, a spectacular case may be reminded of the putative fruits of the Araliaceae, widely reported from the Tertiary, as precisely studied by Łańcucka-Środoniowa (1964) who evidenced their true nature as coprolites of the lepidopteran caterpillars.

Misidentification of animal remains as plants is particularly not uncommon in records from older epochs of the geologic past (Kennick & al. 1999). Amongst widely known fossils this is well exemplified by the holotype of the old-Palaeozoic (Ordovician) putative rhodophyte alga Solenopora, the name of which was introduced by Dybowski (1878), but which has recently been recognized by Riding (2004) as a chaetetid sponge. Nonetheless, when the holotype of Solenopora and its allies are transferred by Riding (2004) to the Kingdom of Animals, many Jurassic and younger species remain in the Kingdom of Plants. This simply means, that there exist both the Solenopora animals, and the Solenopora plants, and their generic names are useful and nomenclatural valid in both Kingdoms (Radwański 2009).

As concerns the teredinid tubes misidentified as quite different fossils, an almost unbelievable case comes from the Late Cretaceous (latest Maastrichtian) greensand of Bochotnica near Kazimierz-on-Vistula, Central Poland. A piece of rock (wood imprint) with a few teredinid tubes tightly together has been described by the eminent palaeoherpetologist, Friedrich von Huene (1941) as a fragment of the jaw containing elongated roots of teeth, classified as a new genus and species of the mosasaurid; the true nature of the finding was recognized but forty years later, by Pożaryska and Pugaczewska (1981).

A FINAL REMARK

Curiously, when the taxon 'Phoenix szaferi' is rejected from the botanical nomenclature, as having been transferred from the Kingdom of Plants to that of Animals, its name, according to the ICZN rule (Ride et al. 1999, Articles 2.1 and 10.5) remains valid, and falls into the realm of ichnotaxonomy. Within this realm, however, it has no priority, having been an objective younger synonym of the ichnogenus Teredolites Leymerie 1842, and ichnospecies Teredolites clavatus Leymerie, which embraces various fossil traces of the life activity of teredinid bivalves (Simon et al. 1984). This practically means its no utility also for the zoological nomenclature.
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